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Andrews-Goebel, Nancy
The Pot that Juan Built   E 738 Q
La Vasija que Juan Fabricó   E SP 738 A
A cumulative rhyme describes how Juan Quezada makes his pots.

Chin-Lee, Cynthia
A is for the Americas   E 970 C
A es para decir Américas   E SP 970 C
An alphabet book that uses the history and culture of the Americas.

Corpi, Lucha
Where Fireflies Dance   E SP
A brother and sister grow up in a small Mexican village listening to the music and stories of their family.

Figueroa, D.H.
When This World Was New   E PIC
Un Mundo Nuevo   E SP
A young boy and his family begin a new life in a new country.

Fine, Edith Hope
Under the Lemon Moon   E PIC
Bajo la Luna Limón   E SP
When a man steals all the lemons from her tree, Rosalinda heals the tree and discovers why the lemons were stolen in the first place.

Garza, Carmen Lomas
Magic Windows / Ventanas Mágicas
The customs of one Mexican family are portrayed through cut paper illustrations.

Garza, Carmen Lomas
In My Family / En Mi Familia   E SP
Important and everyday events in the lives of a family are described through the eyes of a young girl.

Geeslin, Campbell
How Nanita Learned to Make Flan   E PIC
The shoemaker in a Mexican village cannot make shoes for his daughter, so she makes her own shoes, which take her far away to a rich man's home where she must clean and cook all day.

González, Lucía M.
Señor Cat's Romance: And Other Stories from Latin America   J 398.2 G
Señor Cat's Romance: And Other Stories from Latin America   E SP 398.2 G
A collection of favorite Latin American stories and folktales.

Winter, Jonah
Frida   EB Kahlo
A picture book about the life and work of Mexican artist Frida Kahlo.

Art from THE POT THAT JUAN BUILT
Illustrations copyright © by David Diaz.
Permission arranged with LEE & LOW BOOKS Inc.,
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I ST AND 2ND GRADE

through the alphabet.
Day of the dead spectacular parade their way
1:15 to 2;00 and 2:30 to 3:30
Write a story about it. 

same thing.
Sometimes they don't speak the

reunited in a field to tell their story.

Pablo Casals story

don't know what the parts are.

It is a collection of rhymes and action songs from
Latin America. In English and Spanish.

1:30 to 2:30

Hehehe.

in their heads come up with a solution.
When their friends are not allowed to go to the party,
why don't you plan a party for your birthday party but

Rawi, Eiras

pre-school to K

Preschool using English and Spanish.
Introduces many different foods from around the

Rosario Martinez. Glenda

through a child's eyes.
In this intriguing story,


America—A Book of Opposites in Libro de

Dolores Varela. Laura

if you need suggestions for more reading.
We hope you enjoy these

read aloud, and we can learn a lot from

the many different places and foods of America.


nico/la / lesa, Victoria

if you come from a Spanish-speaking back-